ON YOUR CAMPUS FOR YOU!
WORKING WITHIN YOUR COMMUNITY
To be a support for all FE Colleges to network
within their local communities . This will help
promote the good work Unions do and can act
as another form of support where colleges fail.

CAMPAIGN SUPPORT

RECORD
∗

Re-written MKCSU Constitution

∗

Re-structured our Union to raise visibility
and participation on all campuses

∗

Now sit on senior leadership meetings

∗

Work with previous President to raise
apprentices pay at MKC

∗

Doubled our block grant

∗

Cancelled Board of Study and replaced
with Learner Voice

∗

Worked with the local community on
projects such as Hidden Marks and HateCrime

∗

Started Student Forums

∗

Record number of participation in clubs
and societies

“Taylor is standing because she believes
in the student movement, not for any
personal gain. She is the epitome of the
calibre of people I want representing
me on NUS NEC!” - Dan Wrigley—FE
Zone Committee

Unions are needing to campaign more to be
heard, not just on a national basis but within
their communities and within their colleges.
Through experience I know that support may
not come from within your institution and I
want to push for this. Pushing for more information on how to organise your own is needed
as well as personal support.

FUNDING WITHIN YOUR COLLEGE
To support officers in lobbying their college and
gaining the financial support their students
need and well as they financial support Unions
need. EMA may be buried but how do colleges
aim to support its students?

SAVE OUR SABBS
Colleges are all facing financial cuts and Unions
seem an easy target. We need to fight for your
jobs and prove that a sabbatical officer is more
than beneficial for students.
EXPERIENCE
∗

Business Course Rep 09-10

∗

Business and Admin Faculty rep 09-10

∗

Maidstone Campus Rep 09-10

∗

MidKent College Students’ Union President 10-11

∗

Welfare Zone Committee Member 10-11

